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1. About TRACE
The TRACE project will explore the potential of walking and cycling tracking services to promote walking
and cycling mobility. We will focus on established walking and cycling promotion measures and thoroughly
assess the potential of ICT based tracking services to overcome barriers to implementation and finding new
factors driving the effectiveness of those measures.
Through specific research, the related ICT challenges like scheme dynamics, privacy, trust, low-cost,
interoperability and flexibility will be tackled for each type of measure. These will be established measures
to promote walking and cycling travel to workplace, shopping, school and leisure.
We will investigate both the ability that tracking tools may have to address traditional challenges of these
measures and their potential to bring new features in the fields of awareness raising, financial/tax
incentives, infrastructure planning and service concepts.
A common, flexible and open access tool will be developed to provide an ICT input and output platform
that addresses the related ICT challenges. Over this platform it will be easy for anyone to build products
based on tracking services tailored to the requirements of the specific measures. This project will develop
and test a representative set of such products in real measures underway. These test cases will at the same
time validate and provide additional inputs for the project’s research issues and trigger the widespread of
tracking services to support walking and cycling measures in Europe.
Users, policy makers, walking and cycling practitioners and final users will be deeply involved in all stages of
the project.
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2. About this document
This document describes and documents the open modules that comprise the D5.1 demonstrator
deliverable.
Such open modules encapsulate the main techniques that emerge from the research activity in WP4. They
constitute building blocks that are intended to provide the tools to be built in tasks 5.2-5.5 with advanced
ICT features.
Furthermore, such building blocks are envisioned to be made available as open source software
components to be used (and improved) by the community for the purpose of other behaviour-change
applications that will emerge out of the context of TRACE.
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3. Approach
3.1. Defining the modules, their features and APIs
Prior to developing the open modules, we had to define:
 Which modules were to be built,
 What their main features were and, finally,
 Which interfaces they should provide to the applications that will use them; in other words, their
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
This definition is crucial to a successful future and applicability of the open modules. Ideally, the following
objectives should be attained:
 The definition of the open modules should maximize their usefulness and relevance to the tools
that are planned in TRACE (and, furthermore, their application beyond TRACE);
 Their features should be desirable while achievable with relatively performance and efficiency
overheads; and
 Their APIs should be intuitive, complete and easy to use by programmers.
Hence, the definition process was complex, careful and thorough. Namely, it combined outcomes from
different work packages and deliverables from TRACE, which we summarize next:
1. A first source were the main assessment results, as described in related deliverables from WP2
(D2.1-D2.4) and WP3 (D3.1-D3.2), which helped us identify the main user requirements needs for
the different tools emerging from TRACE.
2. Departing from such conclusions, the consortium discussed and defined which open modules
would have higher relevance and usefulness to the tools that would be built in the scope of TRACE.
These discussions happened mostly at the Lisbon kick-off meeting, June 2015, and Breda
consortium meeting, April 2016; they were fed by contributions and feedback from both the ICT
developer partners and the pilot partners.
3. Complementarily, the research efforts pursued in WP4 provided important insights on the technical
perspective. Namely, deliverable D4.1 enabled a clear definition of the common modules of a
generic architecture of a tracking-based system. Departing from that fundamental document, a
strong literature review studied the design space and existing techniques in the state-of-the-art;
this allowed us to clarify which technical requirements identified by the assessment results
(previous bullet) were already adequately solved by available open source solutions, and which
were not.
It should be noted that the above decision process was constrained by the limited time and resources of
the project. While a broader selection of relevant and desirable open modules could (in theory) have been
defined and developed, the consortium had to choose a subset of such a broader selection; such subselection tried to maximize the objectives that are stated above.
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At the end of this definition process, we selected the following modules to be designed, implemented and
provided to the tools to be defined in WP5 (and, out of TRACE, to the open source programming
community):
 A general-purpose energy-efficient tracker module, called TRACE Tracker;
 An advanced modality recognizer, called TRACE Recognize;
 A web-based storage service, called TRACE Store, with support for efficient processing of spatiotemporal trajectory data collected by tracking-based campaigns.
It should be noted that the above list is not definitive. Additional modules arising from the ongoing
development of each tool within WP5 may still result in new entries to be added to the above list.
Section 4 describes each module above in detail.

3.2. Main ICT principles that guided the design
Following the software engineering principle of modular development, we ensured that the open modules
are composable (i.e., modules that other application programmers can seamlessly use to compose more
complex applications), and have an adequate and well-documented Application Programming Interface
(API). They are easily available in the form of code libraries and as distributed web services that can be
invoked from other applications. To maximize the chances of exploitation, they are provided with a free
software license.
The chosen modules are selected by their relevance to the tools to be developed in WP5. Each module
encapsulates features that are useful to at least one tool in WP5.
As defined in the Description of Work, each module only had a minimal implementation at the moment
when this document was written. Since the API is defined at this instant and is not expected to change in
the future, this allows tasks 5.2-5.5 to start developing full-fledged tools on top of these initial modules.
Meanwhile, WP4 can continue producing improved versions of the same modules while maintaining the
same API. The modular design allows the new module versions to seamlessly replace the previous versions
at each software project in tasks 5.2-5.5; this is only possible due to an immutable API.
At the current stage, the modules only support the Android operating system. This choice was based on the
fact that this is the mobile operating system with the highest worldwide presence in the smartphone
market.1 Subsequent versions will extend the modules to other relevant mobile operating systems; again,
the API will be the same in such other operating systems.

3.3. Testing of initial implementations
At this stage, the initial implementation of each module is intentionally simple. The key insight is that a
simple implementation allows a first version of each module to be ready to be exploited in the tool
development in WP5 at an early stage. In parallel, more elaborate and improved implementations of each

1

Source: http://www.idc.com/prodserv/smartphone-os-market-share.jsp (as retrieved in 15/11/2016)
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module can be built, without hampering the progress of tool development in the remaining tasks of WP5.
In the initial, simplistic implementation:
- We rely on the native Android operating system for tracking and modality recognition support;
support for additional operating systems (including iOS) is to be incorporated a posteriori.
- We rely on the TITAN2 graph database for the initial implementation of TRACE Store.
As explained before, the main goal of the work described in this deliverable was to define the APIs of the
open access modules, and provide an initial implementation of such modules.
In order to validate the completeness and appropriateness of the chosen APIs, we developed an integration
test. In this test, a proof-of-concept prototype of a tracking-based application (including a tracker and a
server-side trajectory repository) was built. This prototype relied on all the open access modules as its
primary building blocks. The integration test was successful, as we were able to integrate all the modules in
a coherent way in the prototype.3

4. Technical description
4.1. TRACE Tracker
The Tracker Module Library was designed to enable applications to leverage the Android devices' tracking
capabilities. In particular, this library enables the applications to keep track of the user's location and
current transportation modality. In this section we detail how this library may be used to its fullest.
In the following subsections, we briefly describe the tracker library’s main features:
 Location tracking
 Modality/Activity tracking using the Modality Recognizer Library
 Persistent storage of traced trajectories
 Real-time adjustable and toogglable removal of outlier locations
 Configurable tracking

4.1.1 TRACKER LIBRARY API
In this section, we detail the tracker library's API.

2

TITAN Distributed Graph Database, http://espeed.github.io/titandb/

3

It should be noted that it is out of the scope of this deliverable to provide a deep experimental evaluation
of the initial version of the open access modules.As planned, this deliverable is essentially targeted in
defining the APIs, not the implementation. After the definition of the APIs and an initial implementation,
WP4 developed different possible alternative solutions for supporting each module; the testing and
evaluation of such solutions happened a posteriori, so a thorough and accurate experimental testing and
scientific evaluation of each technique is presented in other reports.
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static <Tracker> getInstance(Context context, Messenger messenger)

Fetches an instance of the tracker singleton.
<void> teardown()

This method should be invoked when the Tracker is no longer required for the foreseeable future, e.g.
before the application closes. The method will terminate any pending connections and open resources.
<void> startTracking()

Initiates the location and activity tracking endeavors, therefore, initiating a new track, which is identifiable
by a unique identifier.
<String> stopTracking()

Stops the location and activity tracking modules. Additionally, it returns the local identifier of the traced
route.
<TraceLocation> getLastLocation()

Request the most current location.
<void> updateTrackingProfile(ConfigurationProfile profile)

Updates the tracking profile settings. These define the sampling rates used, how outliers are identified,
among other information, and are described in detail further ahead.
<ConfigurationProfile> getCurrentTrackingProfile()

Fetches the currently enforced tracking profile.
List<TrackSummary> getAllTracedTracks()

Fetches the list of all stored tracks. The tracks are represented by a TrackSummary that contains only toplevel information, such as the route identifier, elapsed time, and traveled distance.
<Track> getTracedTrack(String sessionId)

Fetches the track identified by the specified route identifier. The Track contains not only top-level
information, but also all the traced locations and corresponding transportation modalities.
<void> deleteTracedTrack(String sessionId)

Permanently removes the specified track, identified by the provided route identifier, from the mobile
device. Already uploaded tracks will remain stored in the servers.

4.1.2 CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS
The configuration of the tracking parameters can be divided into two groups: i) location and ii) activity
tracking.
For location tracking these are the most relevant tracking parameters:
Parameter

Description

Default

Interval

The sampling rate employed for location tracking.

3.5s
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Parameter

Description

Default

Fast Interval

The fastest acceptable interval for location updates.

1.5s

Priority

Allows to prioritize either accuracy or power saving. Four different modes are available, ranging from high
accuracy to no location at all, as to minimize the energy consumption.

High
Accuracy

Displacement
Threshold

Minimum distance that should be travelled for a new location to be acceptable.

2m

Minimum Accuracy

Each location is associated with an accuracy, i.e. an error radius in meters. This parameter specifies the
minimum acceptable accuracy.

40m

Maximum Speed

Each location is associated with a GPS measured instantaneous speed. This parameter specifies the
maximum acceptable speed.

200Km/h

Enable
Filtering

Specifies if the Tracker service should remove outlier location or not.

True

Outlier

For activity tracking, these are the most relevant tracking parameters:
Parameter

Description

Default

Interval

The sampling rate employed for activity tracking

3.5s

Minimum
Confidence

Each tracked activity is associated with a confidence level, ranging from 0% to 100%. This parameter specifies the
miminum acceptable confidence.

75%

4.1.3 HOW TO USE THE TRACKER LIBRARY?
In this section we detail the necessary steps for a developer to leverage the Tracker library.
Importing the Tracker library
Before proceeding by importing the library, it is first important to assure the following requirements are
fulfilled.




First make sure the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set and points to a Java 1.8 JDK.
Install the latest version of Maven, and define the MAVEN_HOME environment variable.
Finally, install the library in your local maven repository using the following command.
mvn install:install-file
-Dfile='tracker.aar'
-DgroupId='org.trace'
-DartifactId='tracker'
-Dversion='0.0'
-Dpackaging='aar'

By doing so, the maven dependency should now be available for use in your local repository. However, for
this repository to be taken into account by the Android Studio you must perform the following steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the application's build.gradle file, not the project one.
In the repositories element of the gradle add the following rule: mavenLocal().
In the dependencies element of the gradle, add the following rule compile('org.trace:tracker:0.0').
Finally, in the same element add the remaining dependencies listed bellow. These are requires for
the library to function correctly.
a. compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
b. compile 'org.apache.commons:commons-math3:3.6.1'
c. compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-base:8.4.0'
d. compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-location:8.4.0'

By doing so, your application's gradle file should resemble something like this:
...
repositories {
...
mavenLocal()
}
dependencies {
...
compile('org.trace:tracker:0.0')
compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
compile 'org.apache.commons:commons-math3:3.6.1'
compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-base:8.4.0'
compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-location:8.4.0'
}

Additionally, in the project's gradle file an additionally classpath should also be added. As is depicted
bellow:
buildscript {
repositories { ... }
dependencies {
...
classpath 'com.google.gms:google-services:2.0.0-beta6'
}
}
...

Attention! This classpath requires a gradle version above or equal to 2.10. This may be updated in the
./gradle/wrapper/gradle-wrapper.properties file.
Now, the Tracker Library should be available in the application's project.

4.1.4 USING THE TRACKER LIBRARY
The Tracker's library's main component was designed as a native Android system (TRACETracker), as to
allow the tracking logic to be performed in the background and during periods when the application is not
being displayed. Therefore, for an application to leverage the libraries full capabilities, it must be bound
with the service.
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While the communication between the application's Activities and the service is masked by an abstraction
layer, the TRACETracker.Client, it still requires a Messenger for it to be possible. To do so, create a
ServiceConnection in the intended activity, like so:
public class Activity extends AppCompatActivity {
...
Tracker mTracker = null;
Messenger mService = null;
private ServiceConnection mConnection = new ServiceConnection(){
@Override
public void onServiceConnected(ComponentName name, IBinder service) {
mService= new Messenger(service);
mTracker = Tracker.getInstance(this, mService);
}
@Override
public void onServiceDisconnected(ComponentName name) {
mService= null;
mTracker.teardown();
}
}
}

Additionally, the ServiceConnection is also crucial to enable the activity to bind itself with the TRACETracker
service. This may be performed as depicted bellow:
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity {
...
@Override
protected void onStart() {
super.onStart();
Intent trackerService = new Intent(this, TRACETracker.class);
trackerService.setFlags(Service.START_STICKY);
bindService(trackerService, mConnection, Context.BIND_AUTO_CREATE);
}
@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
unbindService(mConnection);
super.onDestroy();
}
}

4.1.5 COMMUNICATING WITH THE TRACKER SERVICE
To mask the Android communication model, the Tracker abstraction layer was designed. This is a collection
of methods that enable access to the Tracker Service's main capabilities. It can, for instance, be used to
start or stop the tracking efforts, as exemplified bellow.
public class MainActivity extends AppCompact {
...
private Button toggleTrackingBtn;
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private boolean isTracking = false;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
...
toggleTrackingButton.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
if(isTracking){
isTracking = true;
mTracker.startTracking();
}else{
isTracking = false;
mTracker.stopTracking();
}
}
}
}
}

It is important to that some of the methods made available by the Tracker require the Messenger
component, which was acquired when the ServiceConnection was established.

4.2. TRACE Recognizer Library
The TRACE Recognizer Library was designed to enable applications to leverage the Android devices'
modality recognition capabilities. In particular, this library enables the applications to keep track of the
user's current transportation modality. In this section we detail how this library may be used to its fullest.

4.2.1 SUPPORTED MODALITIES
In this section we list all the modalities we intend to enable tracking, through this library.













Stationary
Walking
Running
Regular Bicycle Cycling
Sports Bicycle Cycling
Electric Bicycle Cycling
Car
Motorcycle
Bus
Train
Subway
Tram
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Note: while these are the intended modalities that the library will support, at this current stage only a
subset are available. Further research and development will be required to support these modalities.
Additionally and depending on the research results, some modalities may not be supported in the future.

4.2.2 MODALITY RECOGNIZER LIBRARY API
In this section, we detail the modality library's API.
<void> startModalityTracker(long interval, int confidence)

Initiates modality tracking. The ModalityRecognizer will attempt to recognize the current modality
according to the specified interval, while discarding modalities with low confidence.
Input

Description

interval

The updating interval.

confidence

The minimum accepted confidence.

<void> stopModalityTracking()

Terminates the modality tracking.
<TraceModality> getCurrentModality()

Fetches the most recent tracked modality.

4.2.3 HOW TO USE THE MODALITY RECOGNIZER LIBRARY?
In this section we detail the necessary steps for a developer to leverage the Modality Recognizer library.
Importing the Modality Recognizer library
Before proceeding by importing the library, it is first important to assure the following requirements are
fulfilled.
1. First make sure the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set and points to a Java 1.8 JDK.
2. Install the latest version of Maven, and define the MAVEN_HOME environment variable.
3. Finally, install the library in your local maven repository using the following command.
mvn install:install-file
-Dfile='tracker.aar'
-DgroupId='org.trace'
-DartifactId='modality-recognizer'
-Dversion='0.0'
-Dpackaging='aar'

By doing so, the maven dependency should now be available for use in your local repository. However, for
this repository to be taken into account by the Android Studio you must perform the following steps:
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1. Open the application's build.gradle file, not the project one.
2. In the repositories element of the gradle add the following rule: mavenLocal().
3. In the dependencies element of the gradle, add the following rule compile('org.trace:modalityrecognizer:0.0').
4. Finally, in the same element add the remaining dependencies listed bellow. These are requires for
the library to function correctly.
a. compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
b. compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-location:8.4.0'
By doing so, your application's gradle file should resemble something like this:
...
repositories {
...
mavenLocal()
}
dependencies {
...
compile('org.trace:modality-recognizer:0.0')
compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-location:8.4.0'
}

Now, the Modality Recognizer Library should be available in the application's project.
Using the Modality Recognizer library
The Modality Recognizer library is a fairly simple library to be used. The ModalityRecognizer can be
instantiated in any Activity or running Service. Once instantiated, it can be used like so:
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity {
...
private Button start, stop;
private ModalityRecognizer mRecognizer;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
mRecognizer = ModalityRecognizer.getInstance()
start = (Button) findViewById(R.id.start);
stop = (Button) findViewById(R.id.stop);
start.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
mRecognizer.start(3000, 80);
}
});
stop.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
mRecognizer.stop();
}
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});
}
}

Once started, the modalities may be queried using the getCurrentModality() method.

4.3. Store Client Library
The Store Client library was designed to ease the development of application that wish to communicate
with the Trace Store server. Because some of these operations require the users to be authenticated, the
library was also designed to account for authentication. As such, the library module can be divided into two
main modules: i) Trace Authentication Manager and ii) Trace Store Service. These two core components are
depicted in the picture below.

Additionally, and to mask the architecture-specific details, regarding how a Activity communicates with a
Service, the Trace Store Service also provides the TRACEStore.Client abstraction layer interface. The
purpose of this interface is to enable quick access to the service's core functionalities, while masking
activity-service communication details.
The Store Client library’s main features are:





Authentication through Trace credentials.
Authentication through Google Sign-in API.
Upload of traced trajectories.
Download of traced trajectories

4.3.1 TRACE AUTHENTICATION MANAGER API
The Trace Authentication Manager serves mainly three core purposes. First it makes available all the
authentication-based methods. Additionally, it also manages the secure storage of the user's credentials.
This will enable the application to login without compromising neither the user experience nor its security.
Finally, it is also responsible for managing the session identifier. A session identifier functions like a
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pseudonym, where a traced trajectory is associated with the pseudonym and not the user's identity. The
mapping between the users' identities and corresponding session identifier may only be performed by the
Trace Store server. It is important to mention that this is not a fullproof method in terms of privacy, but it
hinders possible attacks.
Attention! The session management logic will be eventually be deprecated in future version of the store
client library and become part of the Trace Store Service responsibilities. This decision is twofold. First,
conceptually it makes more sense to keep the session management as part of the service. Second, because
new sessions are only required when uploading new traced trajectories, session management may be
completely masked from the developer's perspective.
<TraceAuthenticationManager> getInstance(Context context, GoogleApiClient googleApiClient)

Creates or fetches an instance of the TraceAuthenticationManager with the provided Context and
GoogleApiClient.
context The current activity's context.

googleApiClient A GoogleApiClient instance.
<void> login()

This method attempts to login the user, but only if the the device has a network connection.
This operation is performed asynchronously, results are broadcasted and are identifiable by
TraceTracking.store.LOGIN_ACTION. The results can therefore be caught by a BroadcastReceiver, however
its recommended the use of the LoginBroadcastListener, which was specifically designed for that purpose.
<void> login(String user, String password)

Logs a user through Trace's native login, i.e. with a previously registered TRACE account. This TRACE
account is identifiable by a user identifier and password pair.
This operation is performed asynchronously, results are broadcasted and are identifiable by
TraceTracking.store.LOGIN_ACTION. The results can therefore be caught by a BroadcastReceiver, however
its recommended the use of the LoginBroadcastListener, which was specifically designed for that purpose.
user

A user identifier, which may be either the user's username or email address

password

The user's password.

<void> login(GoogleSignInAccount account)

Logs a user in through a federated login, more specifically, through Google's login API.
This operation is performed asynchronously, results are broadcasted and are identifiable by
TraceTracking.store.LOGIN_ACTION. The results can therefore be caught by a BroadcastReceiver, however
its recommended the use of the LoginBroadcastListener, which was specifically designed for that purpose.
account

A GoogleSignInAccount object.

<void> logout()
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Logs the user out of the application.
<String> getAuthenticationToken()

Allows access to the last received authentication token. This token may then be used to authenticate the
user in security sensitive requests to the Trace Store server.
<void> clearAuthenticationToken()

Clears the authentication token. To perform security sensitive requests oncemore the user will have to
sign-in once again.
<void> removeStoredCredential(Credential credential)

Removes the provided credential from the device's smart lock. Therefore, this credential will not employed
on the next login() call.
<void> removeAllStoredCredentials

Removes all stored credentials from the device's smart locker. Therefore, the automatic login will no longer
be possible, and will to a failed login until the user successfully signs-in once again.
<void> fetchNewTrackingSession()

Attention! This method will be deprecated in future versions of the library, as the session management will
become part of the Trace Store Service.
Requests the Trace Store server a new tracking session. This session identifier will be associated with the
user, and will from then on mask his identity by operating as a pseudonym.
This is an asynchronous method, therefore, developers should be careful and account for possible delays in
the app-server communication.
Once the server has responded, the newly acquired session identifier is made available by the getSession()
method.
<String> getSession()

Attention! This method will be deprecated in future versions of the library, as the session management will
become part of the Trace Store Service.
Fetches the current tracking session.
<boolean> isValid()

Attention! This method will be deprecated in future versions of the library, as the session management will
become part of the Trace Store Service.
Checks if the current tracking session is valid, where a tracking session is valid if generated on the TRACE
server-side, and false otherwise.
<void> clearSession()

Attention! This method will be deprecated in future versions of the library, as the session management will
become part of the Trace Store Service.
Clears the current tracking session.
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4.3.2 TRACE STORE SERVICE API
The Trace Store Service was designed to enable users to manage their tracks. More specifically it enables
the uploading and downloading of traced trajectories - tracks.
<void> uploadTrack(Context context, String authToken, JsonObject track)

Uploads a complete track. It is important to note that the method was designed to handle the possibility of
the track being a local track, i.e. it is not associated with a valid session identifier from the server's
standpoint. Therefore, if the session identifier is not a valid one, this method handles the track's session
identifier renewal.
context

The current activity's context.

authToken

The authentication token held by the Trace Authentication Manager

track

The traced trajecto as a JsonObject. This conversion can be made by invoking the
track's .toJson() method.

4.3.3 HOW TO USE THE STORE CLIENT LIBRARY?
In this section we detail the necessary steps for a developer to leverage the Tracker library.
Importing the Store Client library
Before proceeding by importing the library, it is first important to assure the following requirements are
fulfilled.
1. First make sure the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set and points to a Java 1.8 JDK.
2. Install the latest version of Maven, and define the MAVEN_HOME environment variable.
3. Finally, install the library in your local maven repository using the following command.
mvn install:install-file
-Dfile='tracker.aar'
-DgroupId='org.trace'
-DartifactId='store-client'
-Dversion='0.0'
-Dpackaging='aar'

By doing so, the maven dependency should now be available for use in your local repository. However, for
this repository to be taken into account by the Android Studio you must perform the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the application's build.gradle file, not the project one.
In the repositories element of the gradle add the following rule: mavenLocal().
Add the pluging com.google.gms.google-services to the app-level gradle.
In the dependencies element of the gradle, add the following rule compile ('org.trace:storeclient:0.0').
5. Finally, in the same element add the remaining dependencies listed below. These are requires for
the library to function correctly.
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a. compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
b. compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-base:8.4.0'
c. compile 'compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-auth:8.3.0''
d. compile group: 'commons-validator', name: 'commons-validator', version: '1.5.1'
e. compile group: 'edu.vt.middleware', name: 'vt-password', version: '3.1.2'
By doing so, your application's gradle file should resemble something like this:
...
repositories {
...
mavenLocal()
}
dependencies {
...
compile('org.trace:tracker:0.0')
compile 'com.google.code.gson:gson:2.6.1'
compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-base:8.4.0'
compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-auth:8.4.0'
compile group: 'commons-validator', name: 'commons-validator', version:
'1.5.1'
compile group: 'edu.vt.middleware', name: 'vt-password', version: '3.1.2'
}
apply plugin: 'com.google.gms.google-services'

Additionally, in the project's gradle file an additionally classpath should also be added. As is depicted
bellow:
buildscript {
repositories { ... }
dependencies {
...
classpath 'com.google.gms:google-services:2.0.0-beta6'
}
}
...

Attention! This classpath requires a gradle version above or equal to 2.10. This may be updated in the
./gradle/wrapper/gradle-wrapper.properties file.
At this stage, however, the application will not even compile correctly. The reason for this, is that the
recently added plugin requires a configuration file provided by Google, in order for the Google sign-in to
function. In the next section, we describe how to acquire the configuration file, and enable the application
to sign-in using the users' Google account.

Setting up for Google Sign-In
First, and if you do not already have a keystore, create a new keystore, otherwise skip this step. A new
keystore may be created in Build > Generate Signed APK..., then select Create New....
Given the location of your keystore, execute the following command:
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$ keytool -list -v -keystore <keystore location> -alias <alis> -storepass <store pass> -keypass <key
pass>

From the output of the command, extract the corresponding SHA-1 value. Then, using that value, you can
get a configuration file here. By doing so, a google-services.json file will be provided, this is the
configuration file.
Move the acquired configuration file inside the application's folder.
$ mv path-of-download/google-services.json application-folder/app

Now the application should be able to be successfully build, and should be possible to generate a signed
APK.
While it is now possible to generate a signed APK, the application's version generated for debugging is not
signed. Because, the debug release of the application is not signed it will still not be possible to perform
authentication using Google Sign-In API. For this to be possible some modification will have to be
introduced at the app-level gradle.
First add a new signingConfigs to the android element. This new element should contain information
related to the application's corresponding keystore and key.
...
android {
signingConfigs{
config{
keyAlias <alias>
keyPassword <key password>
storeFile <keystore location absolute path>
storePassword <keystore password>
}
}
}

Then in the builTypes element, add or modify the debug element so that is may use the newly defined singin configuration.
...
android {
signingConfigs{ ... }
buildTypes {
...
debug {
...
signingConfigs signinConfigs.config
}
}
}

Attention! For the authentication to function correctly the generated client id, which can be found in the
google-services.json must be provided to the INESC team. Otherwise, while the validation with Google will
be successful, the authentication token will be rejected by the Trace Store server.
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Now the application should be able to successfully leverage Google Sign-In API.
Authenticating with the Store Client library
For security and privacy, many of the functionalities offered by the Trace Store server may only be
performed when properly authenticated. Requests are authenticated through an authentication token,
more specifically a JWT - Json Web Token. This token is acquired through a login operation, which may be
performed either through Trace's credentials or using Google's federated sign-in.
As was previously mentioned, the authentication logic is implemented by the TraceAuthenticationManager.
In this section, we detail how a developer may leverage this library as to perform authentication.
The first step is to create a GoogleApiClient instance, which is required to acquire a . This instance must
enable automatic management and contemplate two API's: i) Auth.CREDENTIALS_API and ii)
Auth.GOOGLE_SIGN_IN_API. While the first enables the secure and in-app storage of credentials, the
second enables the use of Google Sign-in API. Additionally and in the case of the second API, the request
must also contain a GoogleSigninOptions. For ease of use, this object may be acquired using the
TraceAuthenticationManager.getTraceSignInOptions(String traceClientId), where the traceClientId can be
found in the google-services.json configuration file.
An example of how this may be performed is depicted below:
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
...
private mGoogleApiClient;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
GoogleSignInOptions gso =
TraceAuthenticationManager.getTraceGoogleSignOption(/*String*/traceClientId);
mGoogleApiClient = new GoogleApiClient.Builder(this)
.enableAutoManage(this, /*OnConnectionFailedListener*/ this)
.addApi(Auth.CREDENTIALS_API)
.addApi(Auth.GOOGLE_SIGN_IN_API, gso)
.build();
}
@Override
public void onConnectionFailed(ConnectionResult connectionResult) {
//Do something
}
}

The second step is to obtain a TraceAuthenticationManager instance, as depicted bellow.
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
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...
private GoogleApiClient mGoogleApiClient;
private TraceAuthenticationManager mAuthManager;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
mAuthManager =
TraceAuthenticationManager.getAuthenticationManager(this, mGoogleApiClient);
}
}

Finally, and with a TraceAuthenticationManager instance acquired, the next step is to perform
authentication, so as to acquire the authentication token.
Because the login operations are remote, and Android forbids network operations to be performed on the
main thread, these are asynchronous operations. The result of these operations may however be
monitored using a LoginBroadcastListener. This is a BroadcastListener that was designed to switch between
different Activity depending on the results of the login operation. For instance, let’s consider a LoginActivity
that in the case of a successful login migrates to a MainActivity, however, in the case of a failed login
remains the same.
public class LoginActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
...
private LoginBroadcastListener mListener;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
mListener = new LoginBroadcastListener(MainActivity.class,
LoginActivity.class);
registerReceiver(mListener,
LoginBroadcastListener.getLoginIntentFilter());
}
@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
unregisterReceiver(mListener);
super.onDestroy();
}
}

It is also important to mention, that in the case of a failed login the activity will be started with an extra in
its intent (StoreClientConstants.LOGIN_ERROR_MSG_EXTRA) that contains the reason why the operation
failed.
While the LoginBroadcastListener was designed to ease development, developers may create their own
BroadcastListener. This enables them to develop specific behaviours depending on the success of the login
operation. To do so, the custom listener must be designed as to filter
TrackingConstants.store.LOGIN_ACTION actions.
With the TraceAuthenticationManager instantiated and the broadcast listener registered, the next step is
to perform the login. The TraceAuthenticationManager enables three types of login operations:
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Login with native Trace credentials
Login with Google federated Sign-in
Login from stored credentials

In the next subsections, we detail how each of these logins may be performed.
Trace Native Login
Trace Native Login requires a user identifier, which may be either the user's username or email address,
and a password, from a previously registered user. If the pair identifer and password are corrected, the
user is authenticated and a JWT token is returned. This token may then be used to identify the user in
further remote requests to the Trace Store server, without requiring the user's password.
This may be performed as depicted bellow.
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
...
private void login(String user, String password){
mAuthManager.login(user, password);
}
}

If the operation is successfull, the credential is stored in the device's smart locker and the authentication
token is updated.
Google Federated Login
Performing Google login is a little more complex than the previous one. First it is necessary to acquire a
GoogleSignInAccount. This may be obtained like this:
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
...
private MultipleCredentialsRequestHandler mHandler;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
mHandler = new
MultipleCredentialsRequestHandler(mGoogleApiClient, mAuthManager);
}
private void googleLogin(String user, String password){
Intent signInIntent =
Auth.GoogleSignInApi.getSignInIntent(mGoogleApiClient);
startActivityForResult(signInIntent,
TraceAuthenticationManager.RC_SIGN_IN);
}
@Override
protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode,
Intent data) {
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super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data);
mHandler.onRequestResult(requestCode, resultCode, data);
}
}

If successful, the credential will be stored and the authentication token updated.
Login from Stored Credentials
Performing login from stored credentials is fairly simple, as exemplified bellow.
public class EntryActivity extends AppCompatActivity implements
GoogleApiClient.OnConnectionFailedListener {
private LoginBroadcastListener mListener;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstance){
...
mListener = new LoginBroadcastListener(MainActivity.class,
LoginActivity.class);
registerReceiver(mListener,
LoginBroadcastListener.getLoginIntentFilter());
mAuthManager.login();
}
@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
unregisterReceiver(mListener);
super.onDestroy();
}
@Override
protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode,
Intent data) {
super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data);
mHandler.onRequestResult(requestCode, resultCode, data);
}
}

If there are not stored credentials, i.e. it’s the first time the user successfully performs login, then the
LoginBroadcastListener will redirect the user to a LoginActivity.
On the other hand, if there is exactly one stored credential the login will be successful, and the user
redirected to the MainActivity.
However, if there are multiple stored credentials, the MultipleCredentialsRequestHandler will handle that
scenario by prompting the user to select a specific one.
If successful, the authentication token will updated.

Communicating with the Trace Store Server with the Store Client library
For more detailed information regarding the Trace Store server capabilities and provided functionalities,
please read the available documentation.
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The TRACEStore service was designed as an IntentService. Therefore, while it allows for background
operation to be performed, it does not require to be continuously running. Instead and as the name
suggests, it is only awaken when an intent is sent to it. To ease development and mask these
communication details, the TRACEStore.Client interface was designed.
The TRACEStore.Client interface enables developers to quickly and easily leverage the service's track
management functions.
For instance, if a developer desires to upload a recently traced track it may do as such:
public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity {
....
protected void uploadTrack(String authToken, Track track){
TRACEStore.Client.uploadTrack(this, authToken, track.toJson());
}
}

For this example, the authentication token may be acquired through the TraceAuthenticationManager,
which was detailed in this document, while the track may be fetched by leveraging the tracker module
library. The tracker module library is documented here.

4.4. TRACE Store
The Trace Store API is a REST API which allows for communication over HTTP.
The API can be accessed at: <host>:8080/trace/ where <host> is the public IP address of the machine the
service is running on.
In the following sections, we assume that an instance of the TRACE Store server is deployed at some web
server whose address is hereby denoted by host
In this section, we briefly describe the main features of Trace Store:
● User registration
● User login and logout
● Request of new tracking sessions
● Submission of a new route
● Request of user sessions
● Request of user sessions and dates
● Request of a previously submitted route

4.4.1 USER REGISTRATION
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/register
Description: Allows the registration of a new Trace User.
Params:
● (JSON) name: Name of the user
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● (JSON) username: Username for the account
● (JSON) email: Email address of said user
● (JSON) password: Password with lowercase, uppercase, numbers and special characters
such as #
● (JSON) confirm: Confirmation of the password
● (JSON) phone: Phone number, with or without the country code
● (JSON) address: Street Address of the user.
Output:
●

(JSON) success: true|false

●
●
●
●

method: 'POST'
datatype: 'json'
url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/register'
contentType: 'application/json'

Details:

4.4.2 USER LOGIN
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/login
Description: Enables the user to login, either with a TRACE account (option #1) or a Google account (option
#2).
Params:
● (JSON) username (option #1)
● (JSON) password (option #1)
● (JSON) idToken (option #2)
Output:
● (JSON) success: true|false
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token (JWT)
Details:
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
● url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/login'
● contentType: 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded'

4.4.3

USER LOGOUT

URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/logout
Description: Enables the user to logout revoking his JWT Token.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
Output:
● (JSON) success: true|false
Details:
● header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
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●
●

url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/logout'
contentType: ' '

4.4.4 OPEN TRACKING SESSION
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/session/open
Description: Enables a tracking application to request a unique sessionId.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
Output:
● (JSON) success: true|false
● (JSON) session: sessionId
Details:
● header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
● url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/auth/session/open'
● contentType: ' '

4.4.5 SUBMIT ROUTE
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/put/track/
Description: Enables a tracking application to report a whole tracked route.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
● (JSON) session: The corresponding sessionId
● (JSON) track: A list of locations that compose the taken route
Output:
● (JSON) success: true|false
Details:
● header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
● url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/put/track'
● contentType: 'application/json'

4.4.6 GET USER SESSIONS
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/sessions
Description: Allows the user to request for a list of all his sessions.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
Output:
● (JSON) sessions: A list of all the user's sessions.
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Details:
●
●
●
●
●

header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
method: 'POST'
datatype: 'json'
url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/sessions'
contentType: ''

4.4.7 GET USER SESSIONS AND DATES
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/sessionsAndDates
Description: Allows the user to request for a list of all his sessions and corresponding dates.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
Output:
● (JSON) sessionsAndDates: A list of all the user's sessions and corresponding dates
Details:
● header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
● url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/sessionsAndDates'
● contentType: ''

4.4.8 GET ROUTE BY SESSION
URL: http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/route
Description: Allows the user to request for the route of a specific session.
Params:
● (JSON) token: JSON Web Token
● (JSON) session: The session to be used for the route lookup
Output:
● (JSON) route: A list of all the user's tracked locations during the specified session
Details:
● header: 'Authorization', 'Bearer ' + token
● method: 'POST'
● datatype: 'json'
● url: 'http://<host>:8080/trace/tracker/route'
● contentType: 'application/json'
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5. Open access
The documentation, binaries and source code of the open modules is available through the project’s official
website: http://h2020-trace.eu/

6. For more information:


Project coordinator at INESC ID: Paulo Ferreira : paulo.ferreira@inesc-id.pt



Project communication manager at Polis: Giacomo Lozzi: glozzi@polisnetwork.eu



Project website: www.h2020-trace.eu



Twitter: @TRACE_project



TRACE LinkedIn Group: TRACE Project
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